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1. INTRODUCTION 
BY a Q-Calabi-Yau 3-fold X we mean a projective 3-fold X with only terminal singularities 
such that mK, + 0 for a positive integer m. When K, - 0, X is called a Calabi-Yau 3-fold. 
Every smooth projective 3-fold Z with K(Z) = 0 is birational to a Q-Calabi-Yau 3-fold (cf. 
[17], [7]). In this paper we first study the Kuranishi space of a Q-Calabi-Yau 3-fold and 
next study the behaviour of ample cones of Calabi-Yau 3-folds with terminal singularities 
under deformation. Our first result is the following. 
THEOREM A. Let X be a Q-Calabi-Yuu 3-fold. Then the Kuranishi space Def(X) of X is 
smooth. 
For a Calabi-Yau manifold X (i.e. a projective manifold with K, - 0) it was proved that 
Def(X) is smooth by Bogomolov, Tian and Todorov (cf. [25], [26]). After that, Ran gives 
an alternative proof to the fact by applying his original method called the T’-lifting 
principle (cf. [20]). The method was simplified and generalized by Kawamata and Dehgne 
from the functorial point of view (cf. [S]). Moreover Ran proved that Def(X) is smooth for 
a Calabi-Yau Kleinfold X with a suitable additional condition in [21]. A Kleinian 
singularity (cf. (5.4)) is a terminal singularity. However, there is a CalabiiYau 3-fold with 
a non-Kleinian terminal singularity (cf. (2.4)). 
Our method is different from [21] except that the T l-lifting principle is used, and it can 
also be applied to a 3-fold with more general singularities than terminal ones as remarked 
below. 
Since a CalabiiYau 3-fold X with h’(X, 0,) > 0 is smooth by [9] and Def (X) is smooth 
for such X by the theorem of Bogomolov, Tian and Todorov, Theorem A is a consequence 
of the following theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a Calabi-Yau 3-fold with H’(X, 8,) = 0. Then Def(X) is smooth. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a Q-Calabi-Yuu 3-fold and Y the global canonical cover of X 
(cf. $4). If Def( Y) is smooth, then Def(X) is also smooth. 
We shall prove Theorems 1 and 2 in @2 and 4, respectively. $3 is a preliminary section 
for 94. In the proof of Theorem 1 we only use the fact that a Gorenstein terminal singularity 
of dim 3 is an isolated rational singularity of complete intersection. Thus Theorem 1 remains 
valid tf we replace X by a projective 3-fold with K, - 0 and H1 (X, ox) = 0 which admits such 
singularities. 
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The second result is on the problem when a Calabi-Yau 3-fold X is smoothable in a flat 
deformation. By the argument of Friedman when X is a Q-factorial Calabi-Yau 3-fold with 
only ordinary double points, X is smoothable since Def(X) is smooth. We generalize the 
result to the following in $5: 
THEOREM B. A Q-factorial Calabi-Yau 3-fold X with only Kleinian singularities is 
smoothable by a flat deformation. 
We remark that if the condition “Q-factorial” is dropped, then there is an example that 
X remains singular under any flat deformation [cf. (541. The proof of the theorem proceed 
as follows. First we define an invariant p(V) for a germ V of an isolated rational singularity. 
In particular we see that p(V) > 0 for a Kleinian singularity V of dim 3 different from an 
ordinary double point. We next show that the canonical map U$+ H’(X, Ti) from the 
global deformation space to the local one is not the zero map if X contains a Kleinian 
singularity Vfor which p(V) > 0. Since the Q-factoriahty is preserved under small deforma- 
tion of X, the theorem is reduced to the case where X is a Q-factorial Calabi-Yau 3-fold 
with only ordinary double points inductively. In the final part of this section we give an 
example of a Q-factorial Calabi-Yau 3-fold with Kleinian singularities different from 
ordinary double points. 
Our third result is concerned with the problem when the ample cones of Calabi-Yau 
3-folds are invariant under deformations. This problem was first studied by P. M. H. Wilson 
in the case of smooth CalabiiYau 3-folds and he proved that the jumping of ample (Kahler) 
cones actually occurs if and only if a smooth CalabiiYau 3-fold contains a smooth elliptic 
ruled surface or a conic bundle over an elliptic curve all of whose fibers are line pairs [27]. If 
we admit terminal singularities on Calabi-Yau 3-folds, then the topology of 3-folds in 
general change under a flat deformation rr: ?Z + B. However it turns out that R2n,ZIg is 
a constant sheaf on B when 7~ is the Kuranishi family of a Q-factorial Calabi-Yau 3-fold (cf. 
Proposition (6.1)). Therefore the family of ample cones {Amp(Tt)},,, is embedded into the 
constant sheaf R2n, iw,, and there is a meaning in asking whether the ample cones are 
invariant or not under deformation. Then, although it is far from the complete description 
by [27] in the smooth case, we have a partial generalization of Wilson’s result to the 
singular case (cf. $6): 
THEOREM C. Let X be a Q-factorial Calabi-Yau 3-fold with H1 (X, 0,) = 0, (B, 0) the 
Kuranishi space of X, and n: X -+ B the universal family with X0 = X. Then the family of 
ample cones jumps at t E B only zf there is a primitive contraction 4t of X, of type III (cf. $6) 
such that an irreducible surface E on 9, is contracted to an irreducible curve C on X, and one 
of the following holds: 
(1) A general fiber of E + C is isomorphic to P’ and g(c) 5 1 with c” the normalization 
of c. 
(2) A general $ber of E + C is isomorphic to two P’s which intersect normally at one 
point. 
Otherwise the family of ample cones is invariant at t. 
There is an example where the condition (1) is satisfied with g(c”) = 0 and the ample 
cones actually jump (cf. Example (6.7)). This is a new phenomenon in the singular case. 
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52. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In this section X is a Calabi-Yau 3-fold with H’(X, 0x) = 0. By [22] the singularities of 
X are isolated cDV points (i.e. their general hyperplane sections are Du Val singularities). 
LEMMA (2.1). E&,(X, a:) = 0 for i = 0, 1 and pE Sing(X). 
ProoJ Since X is locally embedded in a smooth 4-fold Z as a hypersurface defined by an 
ideal I, we have the exact sequence 
Since l/l2 and sZ;lx are locally free and depthPox = 3, we have the result. Q.E.D. 
Let Sing(X) = {pr, . , p.} and set U = X -Sing(X). Take a resolution v: _? + X 
such that its exceptional locus is a simple normal crossing divisor on x”. Then we have 
a natural map fik+ v*Ri. Since Ho rPI)(X, Sz:) = 0 by (2.1), this map is injective. Since 
HF,,,(X, v*!Ai) = 0 and Hfp,)(X, 0:) = 0 again by (2.1) the map is surjective. 
LEMMA (2.2). The image of the map 
(1/2ni)dlog: H’(X, O:)+ H’(X,Rk) 
generates H1 (X, KI:) as a C-vector space. 
Proof: Since H1 (Cl:) N H1 (v,Clh), we have the following exact commutative diagram: 
0 -+ H’(R;) + H’(&) + H”(R1v,O$) 
T 7 r 
0 + H’(X, Lo;) + H’(@) -+ H”(R’v,@). 
Since H ‘(0,) = H’(O%) = 0, each term of the horizontal sequence at the bottom is 
a finitely generated Z module. For a Z module F we denote by F, the tensor product 
F &@. Since H2(cOk) = 0, H ‘(O$), + H ‘(Q,$) is surjective by the Hodge theory for 2. 
Thus if H”(R1v,O~)C-+ H’(R’v,Ri) is injective, then by the snake lemma we have that 
H’(Oz), + H’(Q:) is surjective, which implies the lemma. We shall finish the proof by 
showing the following claim. 
CLAIM. H’(R’v,~$)~ + H”(R1v,Rk) is injective. 
Proof Let E be the exceptional locus of v, Va small neighborhood of E in 2 and L a line 
bundle on V. If (1/27ci)dlog([L]) = 0 in H ‘(R’v,Q&), then L is a v-numerical trivial line 
bundle. Since X has only rational singularities, L is a torsion line bundle on V. Q.E.D. 
Dejinition (2.3). Let Z be a compact complex space and Dz: (Art,) + (Sets) the deforma- 
tion functor of Z, where (Art,) is the category of local Artinian C-algebras with residue field 
C. Set A, = C[t]/(t”“) and A,[&] = C[t,~]/(t”+‘, c2). Then Dz (or Z) has the U’-lifting 
property if 
~~~~“+~C~I~-+~Z~~,C~I~~o,ca.,~z~~”+,~ 
is surjective for all n 2 0. 
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Let Def(Z) be the Kuranishi space of Z and R’ the completion of the local ring 
co DeftZ),O by the maximal ideal. By the same argument as [28, (2.8)] we have an isomor- 
phism from the pro-representable hull R of Da to the R’ because of the effective versality of 
Def(Z) at the origin. If Z has the T’-lifting property, then R is formally smooth by [S], 
which implies Def (Z) is smooth. Set S, = Spec A,. Suppose that the following commutative 
diagram of infinitesimal liftings of X is given. 
X n+l + XII 
1 1 
S n+1 + & 
Then the U l-lifting property is equivalent to the surjectivity of 
Ext; ,J%+J&+, ox,+, ) --+ E&J&~, OxJ. 
Since H’(0,) = 0, we have ox.;s. = Co,“. By the duality the above is equivalent to saying 
that 
Horn A.+,(~2(~~“+l!s.+, ), A,+ 1) -, HomA.(H’(Q&), 4,) 
is surjective. Therefore if 
(1) H2(0~~+,,.S.+,) is a free A,+i module, and 
(2) H2(&&, ) + H2(Rknjsn) is surjective 
for each n 2 0, then X has the T’-lifting property. Since Qfu,,s, is a flat A, module for each 
n 2 0 (which is shown by using the fact that X, + S, is a morphism of locally complete 
intersection), by the base change theorem (5, Theorem 12.11) it is enough to prove the 
following (a) and (b) in order to deduce (1) and (2). 
(a) H3(fi:) = 0 
(b) H’(%,+I..s.+, ) + H1 (0:) is surjective. 
First we verify (a). By the duality H3(Cl:) = Hom(Rk, Ox)* = H”(Ox)*. By [9, 8.63 we 
have an isomorphism H’(O,) N H’(0,). Hence H’(O,) = 0 and H3(!Si) = 0. Next we 
verify (b). Consider the commutative diagram: 
H’(Q:J,,,) -, H’(Q;) 
dies r t dies 
H’(@n+J 7 HI(@). 
Since H’(0,) = 0, ct is surjective. By (2.2) the image of the map: H’(O:)-+ H’(R,b) 
generates H ‘(Cl&) as a @-vector space. Therefore we have that H’(R~~+,;s~+,) --t H’(R:) is 
surjective. 
Example (2.4). This is an example of a CalabiiYau 3-fold with non-Kleinian singular- 
ities. Let rc: Si -+ P’ and /I: Sz + P1 be two rational elliptic surfaces with sections. Fix 
a point r. E Pi. Assume that 
(1) 2 has a singular fiber of type II over to, and 
(2) rc has a singular fiber of type III over to. 
Then the fiber product X of Si and S2 over P’ is a Calabi-Yau 3-fold with a terminal 
singularity which is analytically isomorphic to x2 + y3 + z(z + w)(z -w) = 0. This is not 
a Kleinian singularity. 
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$3. DEFORMATIONS OF TERMINAL SINGULARITIES 
In this section (X, p) is a small Stein open neighborhood of a 3-dimensional terminal 
singularity. For the definition of a terminal singularity see [22], [ 111, [ 161. By [ 163 and [ 131 
3-dimensional terminal singularities are classified. In particular, (X, p) is isomorphic to 
(Y, q)/G, where ( Y, q) z (f = 01 (C”, 0)) and G is a cyclic finite group in GL (4, C) which acts 
(C4, 0) diagonally in such a way that fg = [‘f with a primitive IG(-th root [ of 1 and with 
a generator g of G. 
PROPOSITION (3.1). Let A be a local Artinian C-algebra with residue field @. Set S = 
Spec A. Let (X, p) be an infinitesimal deformation of (X, p) N (Y, q)/G over S. Then there is an 
infinitesimal deformation (C?J, q) of (Y, q) over S and there is a G-action on (Y, q) over S such 
that the action is compatible with the original action of G on (Y, q) and such that 
(X, P) = (Y, 4)/G. 
Proof: Let f: (Y, q) -+ (X, p) be the covering map. Let Ti and Ti be the deformation 
objects of Y and X in the sense of Lichtenbaum and Schlessinger (cf. [15], [23]). Let 
U=X-{p} and V=Y-{q}=f-l(U). Then by ([23], Theorem2) we have 
Ti N H’(V, 0,) and Tk 2 H’(U, 0,). On the other hand, 0” = (f,O,)‘. Since G is 
a finite group, we have H ‘(U, 0,) = H ‘(V, Oy)‘. Hence we see that T: = (T:)‘. Since G is 
finite, the obstruction to the deformation of (Y, q) with a G-action is in (T:)’ and 
infinitesimal deformations of (Y, q) with a G-action are (T i)” torsor. (cf. [15] 4.3.2: G acts 
on the exact sequence there and the distinguished element 0 E T’(A/A’, J @,B) is G- 
invariant. Finally use the fact that the functor F + FG is exact when G is finite.) In our case, 
since Y is a hypersurface in (C4, 0), we see T$ = 0 and hence (Ti)’ = 0. There is a morphism 
of functors: 
Df (deformation functor of Y with a G-action) --+ Dx. 
Since (Ti)’ = 0, D$‘is unobstructed and (T:)’ E Tfy, the morphism is an isomorphism. 
This implies the proposition. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA (3.2). Let (X, p), (Y, q), (X, p), (Y, q) and S be the same as (3.2). Let/: Y -+ X be 
the covering map. Let w9:s be the relative dualizing sheaf of Y + S. Then the following hold. 
(1) (p*&/s)G Q0x& CZ (f*&‘)G. 
(2) For%%!:=X-pandj:%cX, 
(p*&;s)GI’pl = o% and (p* w&)’ = j, 02,:~. 
(3) (f,o$s)’ is a flat Los-module. 
Proof Note that since Y -+ S is of locally complete intersection, o~,~ is a line bundle on 
Q. Hence we have w$,!~I~ = &?. 
(1) Since / is finite, (/*w&) Be, Ox N (f, cogi). In general, for a G-sheaf F on Y, 
(/,9)G is a direct factor of f*F. In fact there is a map tr: f*9 + (/,9)’ defined by 
8+ l/IGI Cog which is a section of (/!9)‘+ (/*F). Therefore the functor 
(p.9) + (/*9)” is exact and we see that (+7*&,!s)G @@,, Lox -+ ( /,c#)~ is a surjection. 
Consider the commutative diagram: 
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Since the vertical maps are injective, ( ~*co&)~ Oe,v Ox --t (p”,w,“‘)’ is injective, which 
implies (1). 
(2) The first statement is clear. Set V = pm I(%). Then (P; CO$)~)~ E oi&. In order to 
prove the second statement, it is enough to see e&. 2 j,@‘,,. Since && is a line bundle, it 
suffices to show OB 2: j, Oy. We have depth, 6Jq = 3 because Co, is flat Co,-module and 
depth, Or = 3. Thus by using local cohomologies, we see oq Y j, Coy. 
(3) It is clear because (f,&&)” is a direct factor of .f,c&‘, and ,f, co,“& is a flat 
OS-module. Q.E.D. 
54. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
In this section X is a Calabi-Yau 3-fold with the global index m 2 2. The global index 
m of X is the minimal positive integer such that wFi ‘v Ox. Since the Co,-module 
R := 0::: Clx( - iK,) has an Ox-algebra structure by the multiplication 
i, K, Q i2 K, --+ (i, + i2) K,, we have a finite cover f: Y = Specox R -+ X which is called the 
global canonical cover of X. f is etale outside finite number of points and Y is a Calabi-Yau 
3-fold with or = Or. 
Let A be a local Artinian @-algebra with residue field @ and set S = Spec A. Assume that 
an infinitesimal deformation 5? + S of X over S is given. Let Sing(X) = {p,, , pl}. Set 
u = x - {p,, . , .,p[} and @=X- (pi,. . . , pi}. Denote by the same j the inclusions 
U + X and % + !Z. We shall construct the relatil;e canonical couer of 5? over S. Set 
wIis .- j* e$‘, and W := @y=-O’ oi:i’. Cl1 ._ By (3.2) c&! S g6 G N w’~‘. Since w@’ - ‘v x X x Ox,wg:is 
a flat Os-module, and H ‘(CO,) = 0, we have u&k = OF. Thus 9 has an OS-algebra structure 
by the multiplication wg$ @ ogfi + OF,’ “I. Thus we have a finite cover f: 
+Y = SpecOzg -+ X. We call this map the relative canonical cover of X over S. By (3.2) 97 is 
an infinitesimal deformation of Y over S. There is a G( = Z/mZ)-action on % such that it is 
compatible with the natural G-action on Y. 
From now on we shall prove that X has the U’-lifting property under the assumption 
that Y has the U l-lifting property. Set S, = Spec C [t]/t”’ ’ and assume that an infinitesimal 
deformation X, + 1 (resp. X,) of X over S, + 1 (resp. S,) is given in such a way that X,+ 1 + X 
is factored through X,+ r t X,. Then by the above argument we have a commutative 
diagram 
(4.0) 
Y n+1 + y?l 
/,,+I 1 1 L 
X n+, + X, 
1 1 
S nt1 + &I. 
X has the T’-lifting property if the natural map 
Ext&+,(nfu.+, :.s,+, > ox,, I) + Ex&,,@:” S”3 @x,,) 
is surjective for every n 2 0. 
PROPOSITION (4.1). Ext&x_(R:m/s,, Ox,,) 1 Ext&(R bnls,, By,)’ for all n 2 0. 
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Proof It is enough to prove that 
Since 0, is flat over Los. and depth, fly = 3, depth,Oyn = 3 for every point q E Y. In 
particular, HL)(LOya) = 0. Combining this with the fact that fn is finite and etale outside finite 
number of points, we have a bijection from Ext,&(f151:,js,, Co,) to Ext&_(n:n,,n,fn * Or”). 
As for (2) we consider an exact sequence: 
Since fn is etale outside finite number of points, K and ni,,,x, are both supported at finite 
number of points. Since depth,@,” = 3 for every point qE Y, we have 
Ex&,(K, 0,) = Ext&n(CI&,,Xn, 0,) = 0 for i 52. 
Thus we have (2). 
Since Y has the U’-lifting property, 
%“+,(~:“+,,sn+,7 OY.+, ) + Ext&(Rknjs,, LO,) is surjective. 
Q.E.D. 
Because the action of G is compatible with the diagram (4.0) and G is a finite group, X also 
has the U’-lifting property by (4.1). 
$5. SMOOTHING OF CALABI-YAU 3-FOLDS UNDER DEFORMATIONS 
In this section we shall consider when a Calabi-Yau 3-fold is smoothable under a flat 
deformation. In the remainings we denote by Jz’c the C-vector space JZ Oz C for a 
Z-module &?. 
Definition - PROPOSITION (5.1). Let X be a germ of an isolated rational singular point and 
v: ?? -+ X a resolution of the singularity. Then the dimension of the @-vector space Coker 
(H’(Z, @)c (“2ni)d’os* H1 (x”, Cl;)) is independent of the choice of the resolution, and we 
denote it by p(X). 
We have (5.1) by the following two Lemmas (5.2) and (5.3). 
LEMMA (5.2). Let f: Y + Z be a projective birational morphism of smooth varieties such 
that the indeterminant locus of f- ’ is a compact subset of Z. Then the map 
H’(Z, R’f,LoF), + H’(Z, R’f,R{) is an isomorphism. 
Proof It is enough to prove the lemma in the case that f is a composition of 
blowing-ups with smooth centers. In fact by [6] there is a commutative diagram of 
projective birational morphisms: 
2 1: Y 
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where g is a composition of blowing-ups with smooth centers. Since 0: = h, !Ah, there is an 
exact commutative diagram (*) 
0 -+ H”(Z, R’f,O:)c -+ H”(Z, R’g,Co;), + H”(Y, R’h,O& 
1 1 El 
0 + H’(Z,R’f,R;) + H”(Z, R’g&) + H”(Y, R’h&) 
Since c1 is an injection by the same argument as the Claim in $2, it suffices to prove the 
lemma for g: 2+ Z by the snake lemma. 
Thus we assume that f is a composition of blowing-ups with smooth centers: 
f” Y=Z, -+ z,-i + ... + Zi & Z. We consider the exact commutative diagram (*)i 
similar to (*) for 
/ 
r+r lil 
z’\/ 
zi 
(I,+1 9, := J, 3 =f. 1 liin-1 
Z 
Then HO(Z,R’gi+r *@,+,)c+ H”(Zi,R’f;+r*&?,+l)c is a surjection. By a simple calcu- 
lation we have HO(Zi, RIJ+I *Oz,+l) = Z and HO(Zi, R1fi+l *Q&+,) N @. Since the map 
HO(Zi>R’J+r *oz*,+l)c+ HO(ZiTR’f;+r *nA,+,) 
is an injection by the argument of the Claim in $2, it is a bijection. We apply the snake 
lemma to each exact commutative diagram (*)i. Then the lemma follows by the induction 
on i. Q.E.D. 
Let X be the same one as (5.1) and x’ a resolution of X. We denote by p(X, r?) the 
dimension of the @-vector space 
Coker(H’(X”, Ox), -+ H’(X”, fik)). 
LEMMA (5.3). Let X be the same on as (5.1) and let X1 and X2 be two resolutions of X such 
that X1 is dominated by X2: 
Then we have p(X, XI) = p(X, X2). 
Proof We have exact commutative diagram: 
o + HO@, R’vl *Co;,), 4 H’(X, R’vz*O:,)a, 2 H’(X,, R’f,@,), 
1 1 21 
o + HO(X, R’v, * Q:,), + H’(X, R’vz * &)a: --+ H’(X,, R’f,Q:,), 
Since c( is an injection by the argument of the Claim in $2, we have p(X, X,) 2 p(X, X,) by 
the snake lemma. Moreover if f is a composition of blowing-ups with smooth centers, then 
we have p(X, X,) = p(X, X1) because c1 is a bijection by (5.2) and /l is a surjection. 
Therefore if f is a composition of blowing-ups with smooth centers, then we have done. If 
f is not, then we consider a commutative diagram of birational morphisms by [6]: 
x3 + x2 
g&J, 
1:,1 
X 
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where g is a composition of blowing-ups with smooth centers. Then we have 
p(X, X3) 2 p(X, X,) 2 p(X, Xi). On the other hand, by the above remark we have 
p(X, X3) = p(X, Xi), which implies that p(X, X,) = (X, Xi). Q.E.D. 
DeJinition (5.4). A Kleinian singular point of dim d (d 2 2) is the singularity of one of the 
following types: 
Remark. A germ of an isolated 
a simple hypersurface singularity. 
singularity X is a Kleinian singularity if and only if it is 
PROPOSITION (5.5). Let X be a germ of a Kleinian singularity of dim 3. Then p(X) > 0 
except for the case X is of type (A 1). 
Proof: Let rc: X1 + X be the blowing-up of the origin of X. Then we see that X1 has only 
Kleinian singularities. Take a resolution f: r? + X, of Xi. Since Sz:, -f, 0; by the depth 
argument (cf. (2.1)), we have an exact commutative diagram: 
Since Xi has only rational singularities, cp is an injection. If dimc(Coker 4) > 0, then we 
have done by the snake lemma. 
We shall prove in the sequel that dimc(Coker 4) > 0 if X is not of type (A,). 
(THE CASE OF TYPE A,; n 2 2) 
Let E be an exceptional locus of Z. Then in this case we see that E is a Cartier divisor on 
Xi and E is isomorphic to the hypersurface defined by Tc + T: + T: in (p3, (To : . . . : T3)). 
A unique singular point PEE is an A,-rational double point and PEX, is a Kleinian 
singular point of type An-z (we have a smooth point in the case n = 2). Let h: l?--+ E be the 
canonical resolution of E, and we define fib := h, 0;. Then we have the exact sequences: 
O+R~~fi~-+r(=Cokeri)-+O (1) 
O+U,(-E)+R:,),+Q;+O (2) 
Since nk is torsion free by the depth argument and oE( - E) is a line bundle, $24, IE is torsion 
free by (2). Hence we get the exact sequence for an integer k 2 2: 
0 + a;, IE 0 @A(- k + l)E)+ a:, IKE + Q:, Iv- 1)~ + 0 (3).4. 
In the exact sequence (1) r # 0. In fact we imbed (E, P) into (C3, 0) as a hypersurface defined 
by xy = .z2. Then h*(z(dy/y)) is a regular l-form on ,6. However, z(dy/y) is not regular on 
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(E, P). This implies that z # 0. Since H’(E, 0:) = 0, H’(E, fib) = @, H”(E, z) # 0 and 
H’(E, 2) = 0, we have h’(E, fif) 2 2. Since oE(E) and wE are both negative line bundles, we 
have H2(E, O,( - E)) = 0 by the Serre duality. By (2) we see that H’(E, a:, IE) + H’(E, QL) 
is a surjection. 
CLAIM. H*(E, fi:, 1~ 0 BE(( - k + l)E)) = 0 for k 2 2. 
Proof of the Claim. Taking the twist of (2) with cO,((- k + l)E), we have the exact 
sequence: 
0 + 0,(- kE) + a:, IE 0 O,((- k + 1)E) + !& @ LOE((- k + l)E) + 0. 
Here we have H*(O,( - kE)) = 0 since O,(E) and oE are both negative line bundles. On the 
other hand we can prove that H2(E, SzL 0 0,(( - k + l)E)) = 0 as follows. By (1) it is 
enough to show that H’(E, z) = 0 and H2(E, fii @I U,(( - k + l)E)) = 0. The first is clear 
because dim supp(s) = 0. Since H”(E, O,((- k + l)E)) # 0, we have an exact sequence 
O+fiA-+fiL@o,((-k+ l)E)+Coker+O. 
Since H2(E, Coker) = 0, it suffices to prove H*(E, 6;) = 0. By the Hodge symmetry for 
a V-manifold, we have h*(E, fi;) = h’(E, oE). By the Serre duality we have 
h’(E, wE) = h’(E, 0,) = 0. Q.E.D. 
By the Claim and the formal function theorem we see that hl(X1, Qfi;,) 2 2. However 
dim,H’(X,, cot,), = h2(X1, @) = h2(E, a=) = 1. Hence we have dim, Coker(4) 2 1. 
(THE CASE OF TYPE (D,), (E6), (E,) OR (Es)) 
In this case we see that the exceptional locus E of rt is a variety with normal crossing. 
E has two irreducible components El and E2 both of which are isomorphic to p2, and the 
double locus C is a line in each component. X1 has only Kleinian singularities and they are 
lying on the C. We can check that E is a Cartier divisor on X1. By a calculation we have 
ax1 = 8,,(E). Since aEIE, N cOpl( - 2) we have Oc(E) N Opl( - 1) by the adjunction for- 
mula: wxl @ Lo,(E) z oE. 
Let rE be the torsion part of flk. Since NCIE, N Opt(l) for i = 1, 2, we have rE = S,j( - 2). 
Thus we obtain h’(E, QL) = 2 since h’(E, TE) = 1, h’(E, SIL/z,) = 1 and h’(E, Q$) = 0. 
Since H2(6JE(- E)) = 0 by the Serre duality, the map H’(E, Q:,lE)+ H’(E, Sz;) is 
a surjection. From now on we shall prove that H’(E, Oi,IkE)+ H’(E, Q:, Ick_lJE) is 
a surjection for each k 2 2. Consider the exact sequence 
04,(-E)+Q:,I.-,Q;+O. (4) 
Since Hy,,(E, 0,(-E)) = HFP)(E, QL) = Ofor every point PEE, we have HF,,,(E, 0:, IE) = 0 
for every point p E E. Hence there is an exact sequence: 
O-+&I,OG((-k+ ~)E)~R:,I~E~R:~I~~-~)E-‘O (% 
for each k 2 2. It is enough to show that 
H2(E, Sr:,IE @ (?I,((- k + l)E)) = 0 for k 2 2. 
Since H*(Co,( - kE)) = 0, by the exact sequence 
O-a&(-kE)+&(,@o,((-k+ l)E)-&@O,((-k+ l)E)+O 
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we will show that H*(E, nl@ 0,(( - k + l)E)) = 0 for k 2 2. For the purpose it is sufficient 
to prove that H’(E, fJL/sE @ O,(( - k + l)E)) = 0. However, it can be checked by the result 
O,(E) 1: O,,( - 1) and by the exact sequence 
0 + &/r, --, p* n& + sz; + 0, 
where p: Et01 -+ E is the normalization of E. 
By the above argument and by the formal function theorem we have h’(Xr, n$,) 2 2. 
However dimcH’(Xr, Ozr)c = h2(X,, C) = h2(E, @) = 1. This implies that dim, 
Coker(+) 2 1. Q.E.D. 
Let X be a Calabi-Yau 3-fold with terminal singularities, U the smooth part of X, and v: 
2 + X an equivariant resolution. We denote by E the exceptional locus of v. Set 
Uk = Ext&,@$, 0,) and Ti = &z&(JZ~, 0,) (i = 0, 1). We assume that X has a singular- 
ity, which implies that H’(X, 0,) = 0 by [9]. Then there is an exact sequence 
0 -+ H’(X, T;) + U; -+ H”(X, T;) + H’(X, T;). 
By [4] there are isomorphisms U: N H’(U, T”,) and H’(X, T:) 1: Hi(X, Ti) 
(Z := X - U) such that the above sequence is identified with the following sequence of local 
cohomology: 
0 + H’(X, T;) --, H’(U, TO,)+ H:(X, T;) + H2(X, T;). 
Since v* 0% N T;, we have an exact commutative diagram: 
O+ H’(J?, 02) + H’(U, TO,) + f&X”,@) + H2(~,0~) 
t II t t 
O+ H’(X, T;) + H’(U, TO,) + H;(X, T;) + H2(X, T;). 
Since X has only terminal singularity, there is a non-trivial section 9 E H’(x”, we). We have 
an injection 0~ + n$ by r,r. Then we obtain an exact commutative diagram: 
(5.6) 
0 + H’(X, sz$) -+ H’(U, n:, + &(X”, n$, 1 HZ(XI, n:, 
t II ;t t 
O+ H’(X, T;) -+ H’(U, TO,) : f&X, T;) + H2(X, T;). 
THEOREM B. Let X be a Q-factorial Calabi-Yau 3-fold with only Kleinian singularities. 
Then X is smoothable by a jut deformation. 
Proof: (THE CASE X HAS ONLY ORDINARY DOUBLE POINTS (= Al-type)) 
We take a small resolution of X as v. Since X is Q-factorial, every exceptional curve C of 
v is homologous to 0 as an element in H2(z, C). The map “J in the diagram (5.6) is an 
isomorphism, and /I is identified with the canonical map 
i$H2(Cit C)+ H,(-f, C) 
which associates the fundamental class of each irreducible component Ci of the v-excep- 
tional locus with its 2-nd homology class (cf. [4]). In our case the map fi in (5.6) is the zero 
map. This implies that c( is a surjection. By Theorem 1 Def(X) is smooth. Hence X is 
smoothable. 
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(THE GENERAL CASE) 
Set B = Def(X), which is smooth by Theorem 1. By the assumption and by [12, 12.1.101 
we can take B in such a way that for every point tE B the corresponding variety is 
Q-factorial. 
LEMMA (5.7). In the diagram (5.6) the map CI is not the zero map if X contains a Kleinian 
singularity different from Al-type. 
Proof Assume that GI is the zero map. Then p is an injection by (5.6). Taking the dual of 
/? we have a surjection 
H’(X”, n$, + P(X, K’v*&). 
Since H’(J?, 0%) = H’(X”, Loi) = 0, we have an isomorphism H’(r?, Sx), = H’(X, fix). 
This implies that 
H ‘(2, O:), + H’(X, R’v, L’f ) 
is a surjection. However this is absurd by (5.5). Q.E.D. 
Proof Continued. Now the theorem is reduced to the case of ordinary double points 
inductively. Q.E.D. 
Example (5.8). Let Y be the fiber product of two general rational elliptic surfaces 71: 
St + P’ and 2: S2 + P’ over P’. Then Y becomes a smooth Calabi-Yau 3-fold. Let 1 and 
m be the sections of n and i respectively. Then there is a projective birational contraction v: 
Y -+ X of the (- 1, -1)-curve C := I xpl WZ. Apply the theory of [4] to X. Since v is 
projective, the map H,(C, C) + H2( Y, C) is an injection. From this we know that 
H’(X, rk)- H2(X, ri) is an injection. Hence Ti --+ H’(X, Ti) is the zero map. Since 
both X and Y are unobstructed in deformation, this implies that Def( Y) N Def(X). The 
curve C is stable under a deformation of Y. So the ordinary double point on X is stable 
under a deformation. In this case X is not Q-factorial. 
Example (5.9). This is an example of a Q-factorial Calabi-Yau 3-fold with Kleinian 
singularities different from ordinary double points. Let II: S1 -+ P’ and 1: S2 + P” be 
rational elliptic surfaces with sections. Fix a point to E P’ and assume that 
(1) z has a singular fiber of type II over to and every fiber of n is irreducible, 
(2) 2 has a singular fiber of type III over to, and 
(3) either n-‘(t) or i.-’ (t) is smooth for every point t # to. 
Then the fiber product X of Sl and SZ over P’ is a Q-factorial Calabi-Yau 3-fold by 
[24, Lemma (3.1)]. X has a Kleinian singularity analytically isomorphic to 
x2 + y2 + z(z + w)(z - w) = 0. It is clear in this case that X is smoothable by a flat 
deformation. 
$6. INVARIANCE OF AMPLE CONES UNDER DEFORMATION 
We shall consider how the ample cones vary in a flat family of Calabi-Yau 3-folds with 
terminal singularities. In this section we only treat a Calabi-Yau 3-fold X with 
H ‘(X, 0,) = 0. The topology of the 3-fold does change under a flat deformation. However, 
we have the following result. 
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PROPOSITION (6.1). Let X be a @factorial Calabi- Yau 3-fold, (B, 0) the Kuranishi space of 
X, and n: % + B the universal family with X0 = X. If we shrink B to a sujiciently small open 
neighborhood of 0, then we have 
(1) X, is a Q-factorial Calabi- Yau 3fold for every t E B, and 
(2) the Picard number p = p(Xt) is constant for t E B and R’n,O$1: W2n, Z, is a con- 
stant sheaf on B of rank p. 
Proof: Let L be an ample line bundle on X. Then the deformation functor Dtx,L) of the 
polarized variety (X, L) has a hull in the sense of Schlessinger, which is algebraizable by the 
theorem of M. Artin ([l, 1.61). On the other hand, since H’(X, 0,) = 0 for i = 1,2, the 
deformation functor D, of X and DC,,,, are equivalent. Hence we may assume that 
n: X + B has an algebraization 5: .!!?I -+ B so that B is an open subset of an algebraic variety 
B and it is a flat projective morphism of algebraic varieties. By [12, 12.1.101 there is 
a Zariski open neighborhood U of 0 E B such that ~4?~ is Q-factorial for every t E U. Thus we 
may assume that ?-?^, is @factorial for every t E B and il has a section. It follows from [ 12, 
12.1.81 and the valuative criterion that every irreducible component of the relative Picard 
scheme Picz-/n is proper over fi. Since H’(X, 0,) = 0 for i = 1,2, each irreducible compon- 
ent is etale over B (after shrinking fi to a suitable Zariski open subset). 
Define Picz/s := Picg;g x s B as an analytic space over B. Picr,a has an abelian group 
structure over B. Let Yic%-s be the sheaf of abelian group on B defined by 
Y)L’czls(U) = {sections of PicT-/a+ B over U c B}. 
Since there is a universal line bundle 9 on Pit %,s x sX, we have a homomorphism of 
abelian sheaves on B: 
by associating a section cp : U + PicTIB with the induced line bundle [L,] E T(U, R’n, 0;). 
Then 4 is an isomorphism. Since Pic%ia is a disjoint union of a countable number of copies 
of B, z9icSiB is a constant sheaf on B and the Picard number p(X^,) is constant. There is 
a natural map R1xc, 0; + R2rr, Z, induced from the exponential sequence, which is an 
isomorphism because H’(X, 0,) = 0 for i = 1,2. Q.E.D. 
The shape of the boundary d(Amp(X)) is studied by Wilson ([27]): 
PROPOSITION (6.2) (Wilson). Let X be a Q-factorial Calabi-Yuu 3-fold. Then Amp(X) is 
locally rational polyhedral apart from the cubic cone W = (01 D3 = 0). 
Proof We shall use the same notation as [ll]. The ample cone Amp(X) is a convex 
cone in the finite dimensional R-vector space N’(X) := (Div(X)/numerical equiva- 
lence) @ R. 
For a R-divisor D, define K(X, D) := max mEN K(X, [mD]). If K(X, D) = dim X, then D is 
called a big divisor. 
CLAIM. Let D be a [W-divisor with cl(D)~ a(Amp(X)) and D3 > 0. Then D is a big divisor. 
It is sufficient to prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA (6.3). There is a positive constant c such that h’(C!I,([mD])) > cm3 for m ti 0. 
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PrOOf: Let D = CUiDi, UieIW be the irreducible decomposition of D. Define 
UI, = {c~(E)EN’(X)~E = CriDi -1 2 ri 2 0). Take a very ample divisor H in such a way 
that x + cl(H)EAmp(X) for every XEU,,. Since cl([mD] - mD + H)EAmp(X) and 
cl(mD)EAmp(X), [mD] + H is an ample line bundle. Consider the exact sequence: 
O+ 0x([mD])+ Lo,([mD] + H)+ oH([mD] + H)-+ 0. 
By the theorem of Riemann Roth (cf. [22]) and Kodaira vanishing theorem we have 
h”(OdCmD1 + H) = x(fl,(CmDl + HI 
= l/6( [mD])3 + l/12( [mD]). c2(X). 
Since h’(O,([mD] + H)) < dm’ for some positive constant d, we have the result. Q.E.D. 
Let Big(X) be the convex cone in N’(X) generated by big [W-divisors. Big(X) is an open 
cone [lo, Lemma 1.71. By the Claim we have cl(D)~Big(X). Then by [lo, Theorem 5.73 
a(Amp(X)) n Big(X) is locally rational polyhedral. Q.E.D. 
Let X be a Q-factorial Calabi-Yau 3-fold and cp a birational projective morphism of 
X to a normal projective variety X. 
Then according to [27] we call cp a primitive contraction of X if p(X) = p(X) + 1. If the 
exceptional set of a primitive contraction cp is a finite number of curves, then cp is called of 
type I. If the exceptional set of cp is an irreducible surface E and cp contracts E to a point 
(resp. an irreducible curve), then cp is called of type II (resp. type III). 
Let ‘II: X-, B be the Kuranishi space of X as in (5.1). Denote by H’(X/L?) (resp. 
H’(X/B),) the Z-module H”(B, R%c,Z~)/(torsion) (resp. the [W-vector space 
H”(B, R2rc, aB,)). By (6.1) the natural maps 0,: H2(X/B) -+ H2(X,, Z,)/(torsion) and (I)[, n : 
H2(X/B),+ H2(Xl, rW,,) are both isomorphisms. By @,,w the ample cone Amp(X,) in 
H2(X2^,, rW,) is considered to be a cone in H2(X/Bw). H2(5?/B), has an integral lattice 
H2(X/B) and a point x E H2(X/B)w is called an integral point (resp. rational point) if 
XE H2(X/B) (resp. H’(X/B) @,a). By (6.2) and [27] if every rational point XE H2(%/B)w 
with x3 > 0 contained in a codimension 1 face of a(Amp(X,)) is still contained in 
a(Amp(Zs)) for all points SE B sufficiently near t, then the ample cones are invariant at t. 
Let x be such a point and L a line bundle on X such that cl(L) = mx for some positive 
integer m. Then the linear system 1 L@” 1 gives a birational contraction cp of X over B to 
a normal variety @ for some positive integer n when we shrink B to an open neighborhood 
of t, because I(L@‘“ls,)l is free from base points on X%r and H’(X,, L”“Iz,) = 0 by 
Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing theorem. cpt is a primitive contraction by the assumption. 
PROPOSITION (6.4). Let X be a Q-factorial Calabi-Yau 3-fold, (B, 0) the Kuranishi space of 
X, and TI: 5? + B the universal family with X0 = X. Let cp: X + % be a hirational projective 
contraction of X to a normal variety !? over B. Assume that cpo is a primitive contraction of 
X of type I or II. Then cp, is not an isomorphism for every point t near 0. 
Proof 
(THE CASE cpo IS OF TYPE II) 
Let E be the exceptional locus of qo. Then E is an irreducible surface which is a Cartier 
divisor on X because X is factorial (cf. [lo, Lemma 5.11). Since H’(X, Q,(E)) = 0 (cf. 1127, 
p. 5721) and E is lifted to a line bundle d on X, E moves to sideway in the family TC: X + B. 
Hence cpt is not an isomorphism for every t near 0. 
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(THE CASE q0 IS OF TYPE I) 
We may assume that B is a l-dimensional disc A,. Let C be a connected component of 
the exceptional locus of cpO and set P = cp,, (C). Let fl be an open neighborhood of P E 3 and 
set U = cp-‘(0). Since (!?,,, P) is a 3-dimensional Gorenstein terminal singularity, it is 
a l-parameter family of rational double points (cf. [22]). Hence L? is a 2-parameter family of 
rational points; there is a l-dimensional disc A2 and a holomorphic flat mapping f: 
L? + A1 x AZ such that (1) (pl 0-f): l?-+ A1 coincides with the restriction of the map 
&-+ B = A1 to 0 and (2) every fiber is a surface with only rational double points. Put 
s = f- ’ (0,O) and S = cp- i(s). Then S is a normal surface with only rational double points 
(cf. [22, 1.141) and the minimal resolution 0: s” + $ of s is factored through S. Since the 
natural map Def(S) -+ Def(S) of semi-universal deformation spaces of Z? and $ is finite 
Galois covering (cf. [2]), there are a normal surface T finite over Ai x AZ and a map of T to 
Def($) such that the following diagram commutes: 
T + Def($) 
xl 1 
A1 x A2 + Def(S) + Def($). 
Let g: V-+ T and &!: p+ T be the pull-backs of U -+ A1 + A2 and L?+ A, x A2 by 
c( respectively. v is a family of rational double points over T and there is a simultaneous 
resolution 8: P+ p+ Tsuch that fi --+ v is factored through V by the above diagram. Let 
Cc, be an irreducible component of C. Since Co is an exceptional curve of U + c’ and V + v 
is obtained from the base change of U -+ 0, there is a curve Do in V such that D,, is 
exceptional for V-+ v and D, is isomorphic to Co under the map V+ U. Let D”, be the 
proper transform of D, by the map P+ V. 
By definition Co is an exceptional curve of S + s Let e, be the proper transform of 
Co by ??-+ S. Let E0 be the locus in Def(S”) where c,, deforms in the semi-universal family. 
Then E, is a smooth Cartier divisor of Def(S) which is mapped onto an irreducible 
component F0 of the discriminant divisor F of Def(S) (cf. [Z]). Let G be the pull-back of the 
divisor F by the map A1 x AZ -+ Def(S). Since (ZO, P) is an isolated singularity, 
G n (0) x A2 = (0,O) if we take Ai and AZ small. Let Ho be the pull-back of F0 by the map 
T-+ Def(s”). Then this implies that H, dominates A, by ( p1 3 cx): T-+ A,. 
Consider V (resp. c, U) as a l-dimensional family of 3-folds over A,. We denote by 
V, (resp. c, U,) its fiber over t E A,. By the above argument co moves sideways in ?--+ Ar 
Hence for each t E Ai there is a curve fit c R which is a deformation of fiO. Define C, c U, 
to be the image of fir by the map: Fz -+ V, -+ U,. Then C, is contracted to a point by the map 
U -+ fi. This implies that qt: Z-t -+ %, is not an isomorphism. Q.E.D. 
Next we study a primitive contraction of type III cp: X + X of a Q-factorial Calabi-Yau 
3-fold. The exceptional locus of cp is an irreducible surface E which is contracted to an 
irreducible curve C on X. X has cDV singularities along C (cf. [27]). Moreover, Sing (2) is 
of c&-type (n = 1 or 2) at a general point p E C c 2. In fact, by [22] Sing(X) is a locally 
trivial deformation of rational double points at a general point p E C c 2. If Sing(X) is of 
type cA, (n 2 3) cD,(n 2 4) or cE, (n = 6, 7, 8) at p, then E contains at least two curves 
Ii and l2 in a fiber which have different numerical types (i.e. R, [li] # R, [/,I in NE(X)). 
This contradicts the primitivity of cp. Hence a general fiber of E + C must be a P’ or two 
Pi’s which intersect normally only at a point. 
PROPOSITION (6.5). Let cp: X + 2, E and C he as above. Let 7~: X -+ B be the Kuranishi 
family of X with X0 = X for OE B. Dejine I- to be the locus in B of deformations for which 
TOP33:3-D 
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E deforms in a family. Assume that a generalfiber of E -+ C is isomorphic to P’. Then we haue 
Codim,,, r 2 g = g(c”) where c” is the normalization of C. 
Proof: Since B is smooth by Theorem 1, it suffices to show that 
dim, Im (T: + H’(E, NEiX)) 2 g. Let v: 2 + X be a resolution of X such that v- ‘(E) is 
a simple normal crossing divisor. 
We set p = cp 0 v, F = v-‘(E), I? = the proper transform of E by v, and 0: Ftol + F the 
normalization F. By the following exact sequences (cf. [9]) 
O+R~+R~(log~)+O~+O 
O~R~-,SZ~(logF)~o*O,I”~~O 
O+O::+~::(logE)+~E+O 
we have a commutative diagram 
H’(0,-) 5 H’(Q$) 
1 
H’(Lo,,“,) -+ H ;:,, 2 1 
1 t 
H’(QE 4 HZ(&). 
Since a general fiber of E 4 C is isomorphic to P’ and Sing(X) are isolated points, we may 
assume that v is a composition of the blowing ups of curves or points in fibers of E + C. 
A fiber of E -+ C contains rational curves only. Hence the following diagram commutes: 
Let c’ be the normalization of C and E + D -+ ? the Stein factorization. Then there is 
a commutative diagram: 
H’(L”,) = H1(Q) 2 H2(fi;) 
k. 
Since the map ?ri + H ‘(E, N,!x) is the dual map of cI, it suffices to show b is an injection. 
By taking the dual of /I, we may show that H1 (0%) -+ H’(Kii) is a surjection. By the Hodge 
symmetry, we may show that H2(Qk) + H2(!2L) is a surjection. By the exact sequences 
O-Q-El)+R&+n~+o 
O+n~(-E”)+R~+n~~~+O 
we may show that H3(Qk(- I?)) = 0. By Serre duality it is equivalent to show that 
H’(Os(E + Kg)) = 0. 
Since Kx 2 cOx and X has only terminal singularities, we have KR rr O,(CajFj) with 
v-exceptional divisors Fj and positive integers aj. There is an injection 
p*(O* @I Oa(CUjFj + El)) + 0, 
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because both sheaves arc isomorphic to each other outside a subset of codimcnsion 2 2 
and 0, is a reflexive sheaf. Then we have H’(O,(E + K-)) = 0 because H’(B,) = 0 and 
hence H”(Oy) = 0 (cf. 19. 8.61). Q.E.D. 
By the same argument as [27, 4.21 and (6.5) we have the following. 
PROPOSI.I.ION (6.6). Let X he u &P--fi~c.toria/ Caluhi- Yuu 3+/d. (B, 0) the Kuranishi space of 
X, und 7r: X ---* B the uniwrsul jknily with ?I0 = X. Let cp: .F + X he u hirutionul primitive 
contruction qf’?? lo u normal wrirty :K owr B. Assume thut 
(1) q. is u primitice coflfruction qf X of type III, 
(2) ‘pa contructs un irreducible surfilce E to un irreducible curm C with g(c) 2 2. where 
C is the rwrrnulixrtion of‘c’, und 
(3) a generu~ ,fiher of E 4 C is ismwrphic to P’. 
Then qr is not uu isomorphism ,fi,r wery point t neur 0. 
By (6.4) and (6.6) WC have the following 
THEORFM C. I,et X he u C&firctoriul Culuhi- Yuu 3Tfikf with H’(X, fi’.u) = 0, (B, 0) the 
Kurunishi spuce of X, unrl n: 2” 4 B the uniwrsul ,firrnily with Xc, = X. Then the ,fumily of 
ample cones,jumps at t E 13 on/\: if’thew is u primitiw c’ontruction cp, of’.!!, oftvpe III suth thut 
an irreducible swf&c~ E on .“2”, is contructed to un irreducible curw C on i!, und one of’the 
fdlowin~g holds: 
(1) A grnrrul jhrr of E + C is isomorphic to P’ und g(C) I I Mith C the normalization 
01‘ c’. 
(2) A +wera/ jiher qf‘ E + C is isomorphic to two P “s ~thich intersect normully at one 
point. 
Otherwise the ,fbmily of ample cones is inwriunt 
Erumple (6.7). Let 71: S, + IFD’ and A: Sz 4 $’ be two rational elliptic surfaces. We 
assume that 
(I) 1 has irreducible fibers only, 
(2) n has the fibers of type I, (k 2 1) only as singular fibers, 
(3) z and i have singular fibers of type Ina(no 2 2) and of type I, over a point t,,~ P’ 
respectively. 
Since KSI’ = n*CopI( I) and K,’ z i*fl’pI(l). the fiber product X of S, and Sz over p’ is 
a Calabi Yau 3-fold (with terminal singularity). The CalabikYau 3-folds of such types are 
studied by 1341 and [ 181. In particular, X is Q-factorial under the assumptions (I), (7) and 
(3) (cf. [24] ). Denote by IF, C, and II the singular fibers of 7c and i, over to respectively. Put 
I< := C, x D. Then there is a primitive contraction cp: X + X such that E is contracted to an 
irreducible curve isomorphic to L). 
Now consider general small deformations S’, and S; of rational elliptic surfaces SI and 
Sz with sections. Then S’, and S; have only irreducible fibers. Let j’: X 4 A’ be a I- 
parameter deformation of X corresponding to the above small deformations of S, and Sz. 
Every fiber of E over D disappear in the deformation j: Thus the ample cones actually jump 
at OEA’. 
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